We present a discrete time model for age-related changes in the mean and variance of the number of helminth parasites per host. We assess the degree of aggregation as the negative binomial parameter, k, and use the model to examine the influence of various factors on changes in aggregation with host age: discrete versus continuous infection; the degree of predisposition to infection; infection rate; parasite survival rate; and the variance in exposure to infective stages. The model can produce both increases and decreases in k with host age. However, with parameter values typical of many human helminth infections, a monotonic increase in k (decrease in aggregation) with age is predicted. With an agedependent infection rate, convex relationships between k and age are possible. These predictions are consistent with data from field studies, but differ from those of previous models which have suggested that k is independent of host age in the absence of density dependence in parasite population dynamics. Differences between the models, and some difficulties in the interpretation of field data, are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Most theoretical studies of helminth infection have assumed an immigration-death process with continuous infection (Anderson & May, 1985 a) , where, in the simplest case, hosts have a constant probability of infection, and parasites have a constant per capita probability of dying per unit time. If the expected rate of infection is uniform across hosts, then such a model predicts a random distribution of parasites among hosts (Anderson & Gordon, 1982) . However, when heterogeneity between hosts is introduced, for instance, when rate of exposure or susceptibility varies between hosts, distributions of parasites become aggregated. Aggregated (or, equivalently, overdispersed) distributions are characterized by high variance-to-mean ratios. Theoretical studies have suggested that one commonly used index of the degree of aggregation, the negative binomial parameter, k, will, under some circumstances, be constant with host age (Pacala & Dobson, 1988; Anderson & May, 1991 ; but see also Hadeler & Dietz, 1983; Anderson, 1985; Grenfell, Dietz & Roberts, 1995) . A decrease in aggregation with host age in field data has thus been interpreted as a possible indicator of the action of density-dependent processes, such as parasite-induced host mortality or acquired immunity (Pacala & Dobson, 1988) . This prediction has been widely, though critically, discussed in relation to field data (Srividya et al. 1991; Brattey & I-Hsun Ni, 1992; Dobson et al. 1992; Gregory, 1992; Quinnell, 1992; Woolhouse, Ndamba & Bradley, 1994) .
In this paper we develop a more general model for changes in the mean and variance of parasite burden with host age in the absence of density-dependent processes. The model allows consideration of the effects of several realistic complications of simple immigration-death processes.
First, we consider both continuous infection and discrete infection events. Short periods when infection can occur, separated by long intervals with no infection have been reported for several host-parasite systems in the field, perhaps most dramatically for Pseudodiplorchis americanus, a monogean parasite of the anuran Scaphiopus couchii where transmission only occurs during a spawning period of a few hours every year (Tinsley & Jackson, 1988) . Seasonal variations in rates of infection have been widely reported, e.g. for human schistosomes (Wilkins et al. 1984; Chandiwana, Christensen & Frandsen, 1987) and for human hookworms (Chandiwana, 1990) . Marked temporal, though not necessarily seasonal, variations also occur, e.g. for human hookworms (Hominick, Dean & Schad, 1987) .
Second, we consider the variance in the numbers of parasites acquired per infection event, representing this feature in a different way than Pacala & Dobson (1988) and not assuming any particular form of the frequency distribution. Data providing direct estimates of this variance for naive hosts in the field are not available. However, several studies have shown aggregated spatial distributions of infective stages, e.g. for hookworm larvae (Hominick et al. 1987) and for snails releasing schistosome cercariae (Woolhouse & Chandiwana, 1989; Udonsi, 1990) . Conversely, data for schistosome cercariae densities (as measured by hamster immersions) have suggested an underdispersed (variance less than mean) distribution (Chandiwana, 1987 ). An indirect indicator of the overdispersion of infection rates can be obtained from the distribution of parasite burdens in the youngest hosts (see below).
Third, we allow variable predisposition to infection. Predisposition is a measure of the correlation between numbers of parasites acquired by individual hosts at different infection events. In practice, predisposition is normally assessed as the correlation between parasite burdens pre-and post-treatment with anthelmintics. Significant positive correlations have been reported for a number of different human helminth infections, but this correlation is typically much less than one (see Keymer & Pagel, 1990) .
Within a framework allowing these complications we examine the effects of discrete infection events and varying infection rate, parasite survival, aggregation of infective stages and degree of predisposition on the relationship between mean parasite burden, parasite aggregation and host age. Model predictions can then be compared with the patterns observed in the field, with special reference to human helminth infections, for which estimates of the necessary parameter values are most available.
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The definitions of the variables and parameters used in the models developed in this section are summarized, for ease of reference, in Table 1 . We consider a large cohort of hosts. An individual host acquires X t parasites at each time interval i for i = 0, 1, 2 ... t where t is the current time. The number of parasites acquired at time i that survive to time t has a binomial distribution with parameters n = X t and p = S 1 " 1 where 5 is the probability that a parasite survives one time interval, and expected mean lifeexpectancy is -l/ln(5). The expected value of X t , which is equivalent to the mean number of parasites acquired per host at any time point i, is E(X t ) = /<. with variance Var{X^) = a 2 . The total number of parasites surviving to time t in one host is denoted Y t . The expected values of Y t and its variance are:
with
and p is the correlation between X f and X } where i andj represent different time intervals, p is therefore a measure of predisposition. The derivation of equations (l)-(4) is given in full in the Appendix. We characterize the distribution of X t by the moment estimate of the negative binomial parameter, k = fi 2 /(<r 2 -fi,) , and focus on the behaviour of k t , the moment estimate of the aggregation parameter for the distribution of l^s. We obtain the following expression:
Note that the moment estimate of k t takes this form although the frequency distribution is not expected to be negative binomial (see Anderson, 1974; Grafen & Woolhouse, 1993) . This expression for the moment estimate of k t is obtained for any frequency distribution of the numbers of parasites acquired per host at a given time-point where the mean and the variance are known (see Appendix).
Equation (5) has an interesting special case where:
P which gives k t = k for all t.
If we consider the behaviour of the model for the limit £ -s-oo we obtain the following expressions for the mean and aggregation of parasites among hosts:
We also consider the behaviour of the model as the time interval is subdivided into T time units. As T^co, i.e. we move from discrete to continuous infection, in place of equations (l)-(2) we now have:
Var[Y t ] =
where " l-e-"<
with a. = -\n(S). The derivation of equations (9)- (12) is given in the Appendix. Equation (9) is equivalent to the standard solution to the immigration-death equation in continuous time (Anderson & May, 1991) . If the distribution of X t is characterized by the constant parameter k, as before, we have the following expression for k t :
with the limit as t->0 then obtain: & t -s»0. As «-*-oo we (14) except where the special case of equation (6) applies, giving k t = k for all t.
Finally, we consider a more complex case in discrete time where the expected number of parasites acquired at time i, E(X t ) = fi t , declines exponentially over time, so that ji t = /t 0 A' where A < 1. If X t are distributed negative binomially with constant parameter k then Var(X t ) = of = A 2( (cr;;-/t o ) + /* o A'. As before, the number of parasites acquired at time i that survive to time t has a binomial distribution with n = X i and p = S l~' . The behaviour of this model can be explored by numerical analysis making use of equations (A 1) and (A 2) in the Appendix with these substitutions for /t ( and of.
MODEL APPLICATION
The behaviours of the models are examined for a range of different values of parasite survival (S), mean infection rate (/*), predisposition (p) and aggregation of infection (k). We concentrate on biologically meaningful values of these parameters, particularly for the common human helminths, Ascaris lumbricoid.es, Trichuris trichiura, hookworms (Necator americanus and Ancylostoma duodenale) and schistosomes (especially Schistosoma mansoni and S. haematobium). Some estimates of survival rates, degrees of predisposition to infection and infection rates are available in the literature. The degree of aggregation of infection, k, incorporates aggregation of infective stages and differences in exposure rates and susceptibility to infection. Some information is available on infective stages and exposure (see above), but an estimate of k can also be obtained from field studies as the degree of aggregation of parasite burdens in the very youngest hosts. Typical values of S, fi, p and k are given (with references) in Table 2 . The time-step is 1 year, corresponding to brief periods of seasonal transmission.
RESULTS

Mean parasite burden and host age
The expected mean parasite burden rises with host age, from E[ Y o ] = fi to an asymptote in older hosts at £•( Y x ) =/f/(l -S). This pattern is similar to that arising from continuous infection models (see below) except that the rise is stepped, mean numbers of parasite rising instantaneously at each infection event and then falling exponentially until the next.
Aggregation and host age
Examples of the relationships between k t and age are shown in Fig. 1 . Although k t , like •EIl'J], changes with age in a stepped fashion, for convenience all graphs are plotted smoothed. Varying the degree of predisposition (p), infection rate (/t) and degree of aggregation (k) can produce 3 general patterns for the relationship between k t and host age. For values of p, ft and k such that p < fi/(/.i + k), k t increases monotonically with age to a plateau in the older age classes; however, if p > /*/(/< + &) then k t decreases monotonically with host age, and for the special case (from equation 6) where p = ^/(/i + k), k t is constant with respect to host age. This special case is equivalent to Pacala & Dobson's (1988) model (see Appendix). These effects are illustrated by Figs 1A-C. For most typical values of p, /i and k, k t increases with host age, and the magnitude of this increase is most marked for low p, high /J, and low k. As p and k increase, or/t decreases, the magnitude of the change in k t is reduced, and where p and k are very high, or fi is very small, declines in k t with age are seen. The special case of constant k t is not illustrated (in Fig. 1 A the lower line shows a very slight decline). The effect of parasite survival (S) on the relationship between k t and host age is shown in Fig. 1 D. As S decreases, changes in k t become less apparent; in the limit case where S = 0, k t is constant for any value of p, /i or k.
Aggregation in the oldest age classes
The effects of varying p, /*, S and k can also be shown by examining their effect on k x , which will approximate the degree of aggregation in adult hosts. Again, where
These relationships are illustrated in Fig. 2 . As p increases k. r declines, this decline being most marked for low p (Fig. 2A ). As /< increases, k x increases asymptotically, except for p = 0, when k x is independent of/t (Fig. 2B) ; k x is linearly related to k when p = 0; for p > 0 k x increases less rapidly than k (Fig. 2C) . As S 1 increases the difference between k x and k increases, especially if p is large (Fig. 2D) . In the limit case p = 0 and 5 = 1 k^ is infinite, i.e. the distribution becomes random. Table 2 ). Effects are shown of varying each parameter value in turn (values shown): (A) degree of predisposition, p; (B) mean rate of infection, /t; (C) aggregation of infection, k; (D) parasite survival rate, S, with results for the continuous time model of equation (13) Changes in parasite aggregation with age Table 2 ). Table 2 ). Effects are shown of varying A, the rate of decline in infection rate with age. case (Fig. 1D) . The value of k 0 also differs for continuous infection: in the discrete case, the first infection is assumed to occur instantaneously at t = 0, hence k 0 = k; with continuous infection k t tends to zero as t tends to zero, but is undefined at t = 0.
Age-dependent rate of infection
The effect of age-dependent exposure is illustrated in Fig. 3 . As the rate of infection declines more rapidly with host age (A increases), the magnitude of the initial rise in k t increases. More importantly, as A increases the relationship between k t and age changes from monotonic to convex, with k t declining in the oldest hosts. The peak value of k t increases as A increases.
DISCUSSION
The discrete-infection model used here can produce a wide range of patterns of changes in parasite aggregation with host age (see also Dietz, 1988) . In contrast, the special case of the model corresponding to Pacala & Dobson's (1988) model has a much narrower range of behaviour. With no predisposition and a constant rate of infection (and, trivially, nonzero parasite survival), the more general model predicts a monotonic rise in the negative binomial parameter k t with increasing host age. This prediction is not qualitatively affected by changes in infection rate or the aggregation of exposure, although these parameters do affect the magnitude and rate of the rise in k r Increases in aggregation with age may also be expected if parasite mortality rates differ between hosts rather than infection rates (Anderson & May, 1991) . In contrast, when there is very high predisposition, our model predicts that k, will fall with host age, although the magnitude of this fall is very slight and would not be detectable in practice. This prediction is again robust to changes in other parameters. With intermediate degrees of predisposition k t typically rises with age, although for very low infection rates or aggregation of infection (high k) falls in k t are possible. In one special case, the model produces k t constant with respect to age.
Qualitatively similar behaviour is predicted if infection occurs continuously rather than at discrete intervals, although the constraint that infection occurs with integral numbers of parasites means that falls in k t with age are not possible. Except in the special case above, the continuous model predicts a monotonic rise in k t with host age, but the magnitude of this increase is smaller than with discrete infection. Thus, even with no predisposition, the continuous model predicts aggregated parasite distributions through time, resulting from the aggregation of infective stages.
With age-dependent rates of infection the behaviour of the model becomes more complicated. If rates of infection fall, at least over some age range, then the aggregation of parasite burdens may be lowest (highest k t ) in intermediate age classes, with increasing aggregation among older age classes. Given this wide range of possible patterns, it is relevant to examine the patterns produced using appropriate parameter estimates from field studies. Some degree of predisposition to infection has been found in nearly all studies of helminth epidemiology (Keymer & Pagel, 1900) , but the degree of predisposition, p, is usually quite low. With moderate predisposition, and typical (and constant) values of /t, the rate of infection, S, the parasite survival rate, and k, the aggregation of infection, the model predicts a monotonic increase in k t with host age. The magnitude of this increase is sensitive to changes in the values of, especially, S and p, and less so changes in the values of ji and k.
Patterns of changes in aggregation of parasite burden with host age will, of course, be affected by the index of aggregation used. We have expressed results in terms of the moment estimate of the negative binomial parameter, denoted k t . The general model, however, does not assume a negative binomial distribution of parasites, and the expressions we derive are valid for any distribution. We use the negative binomial parameter for two reasons: its widespread use as a descriptive variable for parasite frequency distributions; and its suggested use as a suitable variable with which to investigate density-dependence (Pacala & Dobson, 1988) . Use of the negative binomial distribution to examine changes in aggregation within and between populations has been criticized (Taylor, Woiwod & Perry, 1979; Fulford et al. 1992) , but inspection of equations (1) and (2) does not suggest any simple relationship between variance and mean that is conserved through time; aggregation, however, quantified, will vary. If this result is robust, the analysis of the relationship between aggregation and host age to reveal underlying population processes such as density dependence may not be possible. In the absence of an ideal measure of aggregation, what is important is to understand how the relationship between the mean and variance of parasite burdens varies under the conditions of interest.
The predictions of the model developed here differ from those of Pacala & Dobson (1988) , who suggested that, in the absence of density-dependence, k t would be constant with host age. The difference between the two models arises from an assumption implicit in the latter that hosts only acquire a single parasite at each infection event. Our model is more general in that more than one parasite can be acquired at any one instant of time. Within our model framework this assumption also has consequences for the degree of predisposition: Pacala & Dobson's (1988) model implicitly constrains predisposition to a function of the mean and variance in parasite acquisition whereas our model is more flexible in allowing some variability in predisposition. A more formal comparison of the two models is given in the Appendix. The precise number of parasites acquired by a host at any given instant is not known. However, infective stages may be highly aggregated in the environment (Hominick et al. 1987; Woolhouse & Chandiwana, 1989) , as is the amount of contact of the host with the contaminated environment (Wong et al. 1988; Chandiwana & Woolhouse, 1991) . It thus seems reasonable to suppose that hosts may indeed acquire more than one parasite at a time.
Accurate measurement of the variation in the parameter k t with host age in the field requires large sample sizes to allow fine stratification of the data by age (Pacala & Dobson, 1988; Gregory & Woolhouse, 1993) . The number of suitable studies is small, with the interpretation of data often complicated by the use of excreted egg counts as an index of parasite burdens (De Vlas et al. 1992) . Some examples of agerelated patterns for k t are shown in Fig. 4 . For several different human helminths k t is initially very low, rising to a peak in young adults. Thereafter k t may plateau or fall in the older age classes. Both types of behaviour are reproduced by the model presented here. Exposure to schistosomes is known to be strongly age dependent, but exposure to geohelminths may be less so (see references above), and this may account for the different patterns observed for k t . Although neither the precise form of Anderson (1980) , and Schistosoma haematobium in Tanzania (-), data from Bradley & McCullough (1973) . (B) Trichuris trichiura (-) and Ascaris lumbricoides (-) in Malaysia, redrawn from Bundy et al. (1988) . All parasites show an initial increase in k t . A decline in k t among older age classes is apparent for the schistosomes (see also De Vlas et al. 1992; Woolhouse et al. 1994) , but less so for the geohelminths.
the relationship between rate of infection and age used to obtain the results shown in Fig. 3 , nor the assumption that the aggregation of numbers of parasites acquired per infection event, k, is invariant with age, are likely to be accurate, the model does serve to demonstrate that the observed patterns can be generated by known processes other than density dependence or acquired immunity.
The model predicts that the magnitude of changes in the aggregation of parasite burdens should covary with mean rate of infection, parasite lifeexpectancy and predisposition. Unfortunately, there are not sufficient data available to test these hypotheses. It would also be interesting to examine age-related variation in the mean and variance of parasite burdens following reinfection after chemotherapy. The model predicts that all ages show the same aggregation of reinfection parasite burdens.
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This prediction may be affected by age-dependent exposure or susceptibility or by density-dependent effects or acquired immunity. Again, large sample sizes would be needed to estimate aggregation indices from reinfection data across a wide age range; such data are not easily available.
In summary, a large number of factors can produce changes in aggregation of parasite burdens with host age. In addition to the effects described here, sampling biases (Pacala & Dobson, 1988; Gregory & Woolhouse, 1993) , age-dependent aggregation of exposure (Woolhouse et al. 1994) and density dependence, including the effects of acquired immunity (Anderson & Gordon, 1982; Pacala & Dobson, 1988; Woolhouse, 1992) , and heterogeneities in parameters other than exposure (Anderson, 1985; Anderson & May, 1985 6, 1991 may all be involved. In view of this, there is a need for cautious interpretation of field observations.
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APPENDIX
The purpose of this appendix is to derive equations in the text of the paper, numbers (l)- (4) for the discrete time model, and (9)- (12) 
Notes on method
We take a random variable approach, using E(X) and Var(X) to denote the expectation (mean) and variance of a random variable X, and Cov(X, Y) for the covariance between random variables X and Y. One piece of nonstandard notation is Bin (X,p) , which applies to a random variable X taking values that are non-negative integers and a probability £. Y = Bin(X,p) is shorthand for saying that conditional on X, Y is an independent binomial random variable with parameters X and p.
The results are expressed as propositions. The only nonobvious feature is the use of the following two lemmas relating to the notation Bin (X,p) . Proofs of the lemmas and propositions are omitted, as they are very easy. Lemma 1. Let X t , i= \,2...n be a sequence of random variables, with joint probability generating function /($,, s 2 ,...,s n ). Let V = Bin (X t ,p) . Then the joint probability generating function of (A,,... A^.,, Y,X t+l ... ,X n These are equations (l)-(4) of the text, as required.
Remark. The assumption that the X t are discrete random variables implies a minimum possible variance for any given mean. If [x] represents the fractional part of
• A similar but more complex restriction applies to the covariance between two discrete random variables. There are consequent restrictions on the values that p may take, given the /t ( and of. In particular, p can equal 1 only if certain equations hold between the fi, and of. These equations are unlikely to hold true except in the case of equality of the ft t and equality of the of.
Continuous time model (as limit of discrete model)
We construct a continuous time process as a limit of discrete time processes, which divide the time interval up into increasingly fine regular partitions. The time intervals in each discrete time process are assumed to have equal means and equal variances. Then the processes indexed by T converge to a continuous process on the time interval [0, t] in the sense that for O^a^b^c^d^t, as T-> oo, These are equations (9) and (10) of the text.
Remark. There is a further result which follows from the discreteness of the T X t . We know that But a discrete random variable with mean v < 1 and variance r 2 must satisfy T 2 < i» (l -v) . It follows that Limo^2™ L im/t r , and so in view of the above equalities, O" 2 (l -p) > /i and so substituting using k = -,
The first inequality represents the fact that the combination of symmetric time intervals cannot produce subPoisson variance. The next subsection formalizes the idea of individual predisposition, and shows we can interpret p as the correlation across individuals between the numbers of parasites acquired in two non-overlapping time periods of unit length. This correlation is lower, the higher the within-individual within-time-period variance. The second inequality above represents the fact that the combination of symmetrical time intervals cannot produce subPoisson variance at the individual level, implying that the within-individual within-time period variance cannot be less than the corresponding mean. The consequent bound for p is attained when that variance is Poisson, an important special case to which we now turn. Pacala & Dobson's (1988) model is more general than our continuous case in allowing arbitrarily varying acquisition and death rates. However, our model is more general than The implications are dramatic. The expressions for k, which in general depend on t, become simple functions of the parameters and so independent of / when this assumption is made. The exact functions are given in the text. We conclude that the 'common k' result of Pacala & Dobson (1988) relies crucially on their assumption that parasite acquisition is not clumped, or in other words, that at the level of an individual organism, parasite acquisition is a Poisson process. The (1 -p) cr = /< result is proved as follows. Let X l and X 2 be random variables representing the numbers of parasites acquired by a random individual in two equal nonoverlapping time intervals. Let Y be the expected number of parasites acquired for each individual, which is the same in both time intervals because they are equal. This allows us to calculate the correlation coefficient p between X l and X 2 as
The case of absence of clumping
Cov{X v X 2 ) \/[Var(X t ) Var( Y) E(Y)+Var(Y)
Writing the mean in each time interval as fi = E(X l ), and the variance as cr 2 = Var(X t ), it follows as required that
E(Y) -(E(Y)+Var(Y)) = E(Y)+Var(Y) E(Y)=,i.
This result applies to both the discrete and continuous cases, as in each ft, cr 2 and p are defined as applying to equal time intervals. Eliminating a 2 from (1 -p)a 2 = fi in favour of k defined (when a 2 > /<) as /< 2 /(er 2 -fi) yields equation (6) of the main text.
